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             New functions and addendum (New GUI)                
 
・This document contains descriptions of how to set the new functions and their restrictions. Refer also to the 

Operating Instructions of this product. 
・Depending on the model used, the screens shown in the explanations may differ to the actual camera screens. 
・Part of the model number (WV-) is omitted in some descriptions in this manual. 
・For the models covered by this manual, refer to the part numbers described in “About notations”. 
 

About notations 
The cameras described in this manual are classified into three model names based on function: “Fixed camera”, 
“Multi-sensor camera”, and “fisheye camera”. If a model name is mentioned in a description, it applies to the models 
listed in the table below. 
Fixed camera： XSeries SC384BSSeries SC384BUSeries  
Multi-sensor camera： Multi  
fisheye camera： fisheye  
 
Some functions may or may not be supported depending on the model. The following notations are used when 
describing the functions for specified models. The functions without the notations are supported by all models. 
In addition, the chapter numbers listed after the symbols below correspond to the chapter numbers in the Operating 
Instructions for the model in the symbol. Please also refer to the Operating Instructions included with the model. 
Example： SC384BSSeries (→2.10.2.3 Configure the settings relating to the NTP server) 
When using WV-S1536L, refer to “2.10.2.3 Configure the settings relating to the NTP server” in Operating 
Instructions. 
Notation Model 

XSeries  WV-X1571LN, WV-X2571LN, WV-X2271L, WV-X1551LN, WV-X2551LN, WV-X2251L 

fisheye  WV-S4156, WV-S4176, WV-S4556L, WV-S4556LM, WV-S4576L, WV-S4576LM 

SC384BSSeries  WV-S1136 , WV-S1536L, WV-S1536LN, WV-S1536L-B, WV-S1536LNS, WV-S1536LTN,  
WV-S2136, WV-S2136-B, WV-S2136G,WV-S2136G-B, WV-S2136L, WV-S2136L-B, WV-S2136LG, 
WV-S2136LG-B, WV-S2236L, WV-S2236L-B, WV-S2236LG, WV-S2236LG-B, WV-S2536L, 
WV-S2536LG, WV-S2536LGN, WV-S2536LN, WV-S2536LTN 

Multi  WV-S8543, WV-S8543G, WV-S8543L, WV-S8543LG, WV-S8543LN, WV-S8543N 
WV-S8544, WV-S8544G, WV-S8544L, WV-S8544LG, WV-S8544LN, WV-S8544N, WV-S8563L, 
WV-S8563LG,WV-S8563LN,WV-S8564L,WV-S8564LG,WV-S8564LN, WV-S8573L, WV-S8573LG, 
WV-S8573LN, WV-S8574L, WV-S8574LG, WV-S8574LN 

SC384BSSeries  WV-S15700-V2L Series, WV-S15500-V3L Series, WV-S22600-V2L, WV-S25700-V2L Series, 
WV-S25500-V3L Series, WV-S25500-V3L Series, WV-S15500-F3L Series, 
WV-S22500-F3LSeries, WV-S25500-F3L Series, WV-S15600-V2L Series,  
WV-S22700-V2L Series, WV-S22500-V3L Series, WV-S25600-V2L Series,  
WV-S15500-F6L Series, WV-S22500-F6L Series, WV-S25500-F6L Series 

SC384BUSeries  WV-U1142A, WV-U2142LA, WV-U2140LA, WV-U1542LA, WV-U2542LA, WV-U2540LA 
WV-U1132A, WV-U1130A, WV-U2132LA, WV-U2130LA, WV-U1532LA, WV-U2532LA 
WV-U2530LA 
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 About the initial setting 
1 Administrator registration 
At the time of first access to the camera (or at the time of initialization), the registration screen will be displayed. 
Define the user name and the password for the administrator, and enter them correctly. Hereafter, they can 
be used for login. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[User name (1 to 32 characters)] 
Enter the user name of the administrator. 
For the detailed settings, refer to “Administrator registration” in 
Operating Instructions. 

 
[Password (8 to 32 characters)]/[Retype password] 
For the detailed settings, refer to “Administrator registration” in Operating Instructions. 
 
IMPORTANT 
• If you forgot or do not know the password or user name, the camera must be initialized. Because all 

settings other than preset position settings are deleted when the camera is initialized, make sure to 
keep the information secure from third parties. Refer to “Parts and functions” section in the Basic 
Information for more information about initializing the camera. 

• It is recommended to change the password periodically. 
• Do not use the password already used for other camera or device. The language/time and date setting screen 

will be displayed after registering a user name and password of the administrator. 
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2 Language/time and date setting 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Language/time and date setting 
[Menu language] 
Select the language to initially display when the camera is accessed from the following. 

Auto/English/Japanese/Italian/French/German/Spanish/Chinese/Russian/Portuguese 

Auto: The language used by the browser is automatically selected. If the language used by the browser is not supported 

by the camera, English is selected. 

Default: Auto 
[Date/time display] 
Select On/Off to determine whether or not to display the date and time on an image. To hide the date and time, 

select “Off”. 

Default: On 

[Time display format] 
Select the time display format from “24h” and “12h”. 
Default: 24h 
[Date/time display format] 
Select a date/time display format. When “2020/04/01 13:10:00” is set for “Date/time” after selecting “24h” for 

“Time display format”, time & date will be respectively displayed as follows. 
– DD-MM-YYYY: 01-04-2021 13:10:00 
– MM-DD-YYYY: 04-01-2021 13:10:00 
– DD-Mmm-YYYY: 01-Apr-2021 13:10:00 
– YYYY-MM-DD: 2021-04-01 13:10:00 
– Mmm-DD-YYYY: Apr-01-2021 13:10:00 
Default: Mmm-DD-YYYY 
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[Date] 
Click the    button and set a date on the camera. 

When    is clicked, the date and time on the PC will be acquired and displayed. 

Available range: Jan-01-2013 ～ Dec-31-2035 

[Time] 
Click the    button and set a time on the camera. 

When    is clicked, the time on the PC will be acquired and displayed. 

 

IMPORTANT 
• Use an NTP server when the more accurate time & date setting is required for the system operation. 

SC384BSSeries fisheye (→2.10.2.2 Configure the settings relating to the NTP server) or 
(→2.10.2.3 Configure the settings relating to the NTP server) 

SC384BUSeries (→2.8.2.2 Configure the settings relating to the NTP server) 
Multi (→3.9.2.2 Configure the settings relating to the NTP server) 

 
[Date/time position] 

Select the position to display the time and date in an image. 

– Upper left: The information will be displayed at the upper left corner of the screen. 

– Lower left: The information will be displayed at the lower left corner of the screen. 

– Upper center: The information will be displayed at the upper center of the screen. 
– Lower center: The information will be displayed at the lower center of the screen. 

– Upper right: The information will be displayed at the upper right corner of the screen. 

– Lower right: The information will be displayed at the lower right corner of the screen. 

Default: Upper left 

Note 
・To determine whether to display the date and time on the screen, set it on the “Basic” page of the detailed setting menu. 

SC384BUSeries  (→“2.4 Configure the basic settings of the camera [Basic]”) 
XSeries SC384BSSeries fisheye  (→“2.5 Configure the basic settings of the camera [Basic]”) 

Multi (→“3.5 Configure the basic settings of the camera [Basic]”) 
 

[Set PC time to the camera] 

If you select the checkbox and click the [Set] button, the date and time on the PC is acquired and set on the camera. 

[Time zone] 

Select a time zone corresponding to the location where the camera is in use. 

Default: (GMT +09:00) Osaka, Sapporo, Tokyo 
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[Summer time (daylight saving)] 

Select “In”, “Out” or “Auto” to determine whether or not to apply daylight saving time. Configure this setting if the summer 

time (daylight saving time) is applied in the location where the camera is in use. 

• In: Applies summer time. An asterisk (*) will be displayed on the left side of the displayed time and date. 

• Out: Does not apply summer time. 

• Auto: Applies summer time in accordance with the settings for “Start time & date” and “End time & date”  

(month, week, day of the week, time). 

• Default: Out 

[Start time & date] [End time & date] 

When “Auto” is selected for “Summer time (daylight saving)”, select the time & date for the start time and the end time 

(month, week, day of the week, time). 

Screen setting 

[Color] 
Select “Light” or “Dark” for the background color of each menu of the operation panel. (→This manual 
“Camera operation panel display button ( )”) and detailed setting menu. 

XSeries SC384BSSeries SC384BUSeries fisheye  (“2 Detailed Settings”) 

Multi (“3 Detailed Settings”)  

Default: Light 

[Operation panel layout] 

Select “Right”, “Left” or “Bottom” for the layout position of the operation panel. (→This manual “Camera operation panel 

display button ( )”) 

Default: Bottom 
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1. About the “Live” page 
Describes the live page. 
For detailed settings of the function described below, refer to (→1.1.2 “About the “Live” page”) in the 
Operating Instructions. 
 
Note 
・The buttons and setting items displayed on the “Live” page can be changed depending on the user rights of  
  the accessing user. You can set the user right settings from “User auth.” under “User mng.”. 

 
SC384BUSeries  (→2.7.1 “Configure the settings relating to the user authentication [User auth.]”) 
XSeries SC384BSSeries fisheye  (→2.9.1 “Configure the settings relating to the user authentication [User auth.]”) 

Multi  (→3.8.1 “Configure the settings relating to the user authentication [User auth.]”) 
 
1.1 About the “Live” page for Fixed Cameras 

XSeries SC384BSSeries SC384BUSeries  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

① Camera title 
The camera title entered for “Camera title” on the [Basic] tab will be displayed. 
② SD recording status indicator <SD memory card supported models only> 
The status of the SD recording can be checked with this indicator. 
When the SD recording starts, the SD recording status indicator will light red. It will go off when the SD 
recording stops. 
This indicator will be displayed when “Manual” or “Schedule” is selected for “Save trigger” on the setup menu. 

XSeries SC384BSSeries (→2.5.2 “Configure the settings relating to the SD memory card [SD memory card]”) 
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③ Stream information display 
Displays the setup for stream encoding format, image capture size, bit rate, and frame rate for the live view 
of a stream. 
④ Snap shot button 
Click this button to take a picture (a still picture). The picture will be displayed on a newly opened window. 
When right-clicking on an image, the image can be saved using the function of the extension software. 
⑤ Stream selection display button 
Switches between display and hide a popover on the stream selection screen. On the stream selection 
screen, [Live view] and others can be set. 
⑥ Before/after image comparison switch button 
Click the icon to acquire and display a still image. You can compare the acquired still image as the image 
before changing image quality settings. 

1:1：Displays the acquired still image and the latest image side by side in the same size. 
1:2：Displays the acquired still image and the latest image side by side with the latest image doubled in size.  
Off：Displays only the latest image. 

 
Note 
・The button is not displayed in multi-screen. 

 
⑦ Support button 
When this button is clicked, our technical information website will be displayed in a newly opened window. 
Our technical information website contains technical information, FAQ, and other information. 
⑧ Full screen button 
A new window will open and images will be displayed on a full screen. 
⑨ [Grid display] button＜Extension software function supported models only＞ 
Select On/Off to determine whether or not to display the grid that can be used for position adjustment of this product 
when using the extension software. 
⑩ Camera control display panel ( ) 
Switches between display and hide the camera control display panel. You can set [Brightness] and other settings on 
the camera control display panel. 
⑪ [Set] button ( ) 
Switches between display and hide the settings panel. (This manual → “2 Settings”) 
⑫ Stream - [Live view] pull-down menu 
You can select and switch to the image to be displayed in the main area. 
Available streams differ depending on the camera. 
⑬ Stream - [Refresh interval] pull-down menu 
This pull-down menu will be displayed only when a JPEG image is displayed. Use it to select the display method of 
the JPEG image. 
⑭ Stream - Stream information display 
Displays the setup for stream encoding format, image capture size, bit rate, and frame rate for the live view of a 
stream. 
 

Note 
・Displays the values set in the stream. The actual bit rate and frame rate vary depending on the network 
environment and the used PC. 
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⑮ Main area 
Displays images from the camera. 
The current time and date will be displayed according to the settings configured for “Time display format”  
and “Date/time display format”. 

SC384BUSeries (→2.4.1 “Configure the basic settings [Basic]”) 
XSeries SC384BSSeries (→“Configure the basic settings [Basic]”) 

In addition, the configured on “Camera title on screen” will be displayed. 
The number of lines to be displayed is two. 
When displaying H.265 with a high bit rate, the stream may display only i-frames. 
⑯ SD memory card −[Log/Play] <SD memory card supported models only> 
When the [Start] button is clicked, the log list will be displayed and images saved on the SD memory card 
can be played. 
⑰ Alarm occurrence notification 
When an occurrence notification occurs, a popover will be displayed. When the [x] button is clicked, the 
output terminal will be reset and this button will disappear. 
⑱ Camera control display panel − [SD memory card] - [Rec. on SD]  
＜SD memory card supported models only＞ 
This item is available only when “Manual” is selected for “Save trigger” on the [SD memory card] tab. 
Click the [Start] button to manually record images on the SD memory card. 
⑲ Camera control panel - [AUX] button <Terminal input/output supported models only> 
These buttons will be displayed only when “Terminal 3” of “Alarm” is set to “AUX output” on the setup menu. 

XSeries SC384BSSeries (→“2.8.2 Configure the settings relating to the output terminal [Alarm]”) 
XSeries SC384BSSeries (→“2.8.3 Change the AUX name [Alarm]”) 

 
Note 
・The names of “AUX”, “Open” and “Close” can be changed. 

 
⑳ Camera control panel - [Audio output volume (PC to Camera)] <Audio output supported models only> 
This item is available only when “Audio output”, “Interactive (Full-duplex)” or “Interactive (Half-duplex)” is 
selected for “Audio transmission mode” on the setup menu.  

XSeries SC384BSSeries (→“2.6.5 Configure the settings relating to audio [Audio]”) 
The audio output volume can be adjusted in 4 steps (Off/ Low/ Middle/ High) by clicking the [ ] button or 
the [ ] button or by moving the volume cursor. When the audio output button is clicked, the audio output 
(PC to Camera) will be turned on/off. 
㉑ Camera control panel− Volume − [Mic input volume (Camera to PC)]  
<Audio intput supported models only > 
This item is available only when the settings are as follows.  

XSeries SC384BSSeries (→“2.6.5 Configure the settings relating to audio [Audio]”) 
• This item is available only when “Audio output” is selected for “Audio transmission mode” on the setup menu. 
• When “AAC-LC” is selected for “Audio input encoding format” 
The mic input volume can be adjusted in 4 steps (Off/Low/Middle/High) by clicking the [ ] button or the [ ] button or 
by moving the volume cursor.  
When the mic input [ ] button is clicked, the mic input (Camera to PC) will be turned on/off. 
㉒ Camera control panel - [Brightness] 
The brightness is adjustable from 0 to 255. Click the [ ] button to make the image brighter, or click the [ ] button to 
make the image darker. When [ ] the button is clicked, the setting will be reset to the default. 
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1.2 About the “Live” page for Multi-sensor Cameras Multi  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

① Camera title 
The camera title entered for “Camera title” on the [Basic] tab will be displayed. 
(→ [Camera title]) 
② SD recording status indicator 
The status of the SD recording can be checked with this indicator. 
When the SD recording starts, the SD recording status indicator will light red. It will go off when the SD 
recording stops. 
This indicator will be displayed when “Manual” or “Schedule” is selected for “Save trigger” on the setup menu. 

Multi (→“3.5.2 Configure the settings relating to the SD memory card [SD memory card]”) 
③ [Camera to be displayed] 
Select the camera to be displayed in the main area. 
Quad：Displays images of Cam. 1, 2, 3, and 4 in 4-split screen. 
Triple：Displays images of Cam. 1, 2, and 3 in 3-split screen. 
1：Displays images from Cam. 1. 
2：Displays images from Cam. 2. 
3：Displays images from Cam. 3. 
4：Displays images from Cam. 4. 
 

Note 
・This setting will not be displayed when “Quad” mode or “Panorama” mode is selected for [Image capture mode].  

㉔ 
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④ Stream selection display button 
Switches between display and hide a popover on the stream selection screen. On the stream selection screen,  
[Live view] and others can be set. 
⑤ Stream - [Live view] pull-down menu 
You can select and switch to the image to be displayed in the main area from the following: 
When “Quad” or “Triple” is selected: Stream(2)/JPEG 
When “1”, “2”, “3”, or “4” is selected: Stream(1)/ Stream(2)/ JPEG 
The image in the main area is displayed based on the contents set in Stream(1) – (2) (→“Stream(1)/Stream(2)”)  
or JPEG (→“JPEG”). 
Also the first stream displayed when you accessed the camera can be set from “Initial display stream” of 
the [Image] tab. 

Multi (→“2.3 Configure the settings relating to images [Stream]”) 
⑥ Stream - [Refresh interval] pull-down menu 
This pull-down menu will be displayed only when a JPEG image is displayed. Use it to select the display method  
of the JPEG image. 
⑦ Stream - [Layout] pull-down menu 
This pull-down menu will be displayed only when the images are displayed in “Quad” or “Triple”. 
Select the layout of the camera images to be displayed in the main are from “4 split”, “360 deg.” , “270 deg.” , or  
“270 deg. + right below”. 
⑧ Stream - Stream information display 
Displays the setup for stream encoding format, image capture size, bit rate, and frame rate for the live view 
of a stream. 
⑨ Support button 
When this button is clicked, our technical information website will be displayed in a newly opened window. 
Our technical information website contains technical information, FAQ, and other information. 
⑩ Full screen button 
A new window will open and images will be displayed on a full screen. When selecting “Quad” or “Triple”, this  
button will not be displayed. 
⑪ [Grid display] buttons 
Select On/Off to determine whether or not to display the grid that can be used for position adjustment of 
this product when using the extension software. 
⑫ Snap shot button 
Click this button to take a picture (a still picture). The picture will be displayed on a newly opened window. 
When right-clicking on an image, the image can be saved using the function of the extension software. 
⑬ Camera control panel display button ( ) 
Switches between display and hide the camera control panel. On the camera control panel, [Brightness] 
and others can be set. 
⑭ Camera control panel - [Brightness] 
The brightness is adjustable from 0 to 255. Click the [ ] button to make the image brighter, or click the [ ] button 
to make the image darker. When [ ] the button is clicked, the setting will be reset to the default. 
When “Quad” or “Triple” is selected to display images, the setting is unavailable.  
 

Note 
・This setting will not be displayed when “Quad” mode or “Panorama” mode is selected for [Image capture mode]. 
 
⑮ Camera control panel - [Audio output volume (PC to Camera)] 
This item is available only when “Audio output”, “Interactive (Full-duplex)” or “Interactive (Half-duplex)” is 
selected for “Audio transmission mode” on the setup menu. 

Multi  (→ “2.7 Configure the settings relating to audio and alarm [Audio/Alarm]”) 
The audio output volume can be adjusted in 4 steps (Off/ Low/ Middle/ High) by clicking the [ ] button or the [ ] 
button or by moving the volume cursor.  
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When the audio output button is clicked, the audio output (PC to Camera) will be turned on/off. 
⑯ Camera control panel - [Mic input volume (Camera to PC)] 
This item is available only when the settings are as follows.  

Multi  (→“2.7 Configure the settings relating to audio and alarm [Audio/Alarm]”) 
• When “Mic input”, “Interactive(Full-duplex)” or “Interactive(Half-duplex)” is selected for “Audio transmission 

mode” 
• When “AAC-LC” is selected for “Audio input encoding format” 
The mic input volume can be adjusted in 4 steps (Off/Low/Middle/High) by clicking the [ ] button or the [ ] button or 
by moving the volume cursor. When the mic input [ ] button is clicked, the mic input (Camera to PC) will be turned 
on/off. 
⑰ Camera control panel - [AUX] button 
These buttons will be displayed only when “Terminal 3” of “Alarm” is set to “AUX output” on the setup menu. 

Multi  (→“3.4.3.2 Alarm: Configure the terminal and VMD (alarm setup menu)”) 
⑱ Camera control panel - [SD memory card - Log/Play] 
When the [Start] button is clicked, the log list will be displayed and images saved on the SD memory card 
can be played. 
⑲ [Camera control panel - [SD memory card - Rec. on SD] 
This item is available only when “Manual” is selected for “Save trigger” on the [SD memory card] tab.  
(→ [Save trigger]) 
Click the [Start] button to manually record images on the SD memory card. 
⑳ [Set] button ( ) 
Switches between display and hide the settings panel. (This document → “2 Settings”) 
㉑ Alarm occurrence indication 
When an occurrence notification occurs, a popover will be displayed. When the [x] button is clicked, the 
output terminal will be reset and this button will disappear. 
㉒ Stream information display 
Displays the stream encoding format, image capture size and frame rate for live stream. 
㉓ Main area 
Displays images from the camera. 
The current time and date will be displayed according to the settings configured for “Time display format” 
and “Date/time display format”. Multi  (→ “3.5.1 Configure the basic settings [Basic]”) 
In addition, the configured on “Camera title on screen” will be displayed.  
The number of lines to be displayed is two. 
When displaying H.265 with a high bit rate, the stream may display only i-frames. 
㉔ Before/after image comparison switch button 
Click the icon to acquire and display a still image. You can compare the acquired still image as the image 
before changing image quality settings. 

1:1：Displays the acquired still image and the latest image side by side in the same size. 
1:2：Displays the acquired still image and the latest image side by side with the latest image doubled in size. 
Off：Displays only the latest image. 

 
Note 
• The function is not available when “Quad” and “Triple” are selected in the [Camera to be displayed] setting. 
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1.3 About the “Live” page for Fisheye Cameras fisheye  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
① Camera title 
The camera title entered for “Camera title” on the [Basic] tab will be displayed. 
② SD recording status indicator 
The status of the SD recording can be checked with this indicator. 
When the SD recording starts, the SD recording status indicator will light red. It will go off when the SD 
recording stops. 
This indicator will be displayed when “Manual” or “Schedule” is selected for “Save trigger” on the setup 
menu. fisheye  (→“2.5.2 Configure the settings relating to the SD memory card [SD memory card]”) 
③ Stream selection display button 
Switches between display and hide a popover on the stream selection screen. On the stream selection 
screen, [Live view] and others can be set. 
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④ Stream - [Live view] pull-down menu 
You can select and switch to the image to be displayed in the main area. 
Also the first stream displayed when you accessed the camera can be set from “Initial display stream” of the  
[Image] tab. For “Multi-screen”, you can set the “Initial display” in the [Multi-screen] tab. 
⑤ Stream - [Refresh interval] pull-down menu 
This pull-down menu will be displayed only when a JPEG image is displayed. Use it to select the display 
method of the JPEG image. 
⑥ Stream - Stream information display 
Displays the setup for stream encoding format, image capture size, bit rate, and frame rate for the live view 
of a stream. 
 
Note 
• Displays the values set in the stream. The actual bit rate and frame rate vary depending on the 

network environment and the used PC. 
 
⑦ Support button 
When this button is clicked, our technical information website will be displayed in a newly opened window. 
Our technical information website contains technical information, FAQ, and other information. 
⑧ Full screen button 
A new window will open and images will be displayed on a full screen. 
⑨ Snap shot button 
Click this button to take a picture (a still picture). The picture will be displayed on a newly opened window. 
When right-clicking on an image, the image can be saved using the function of the extension software. 
⑩ Camera operation panel display button ( ) 
Switches between display and hide the camera control panel. On the camera control panel, [Brightness] 
and others can be set. 
⑪ PTZ panel - [Zoom] buttons 
The zoom can be adjusted manually. 
Control Image: Select the screen to adjust the zoom ratio. 
• : Click this button to adjust the zoom ratio to the “Wide” side until x1.0. 
• : Click this button to set the zoom ratio to x1.0. 
• : Click this button to adjust the zoom ratio to the “Tele” side. 
⑫ PTZ panel -[Fisheye Control] button 
Click to display the Fisheye Control screen in a separate window and perform operations. (→Fisheye Control) 
⑬ PTZ panel -[Control pad] button 
Left-click on the control pad or buttons to adjust the horizontal/vertical position (panning/tilting) of the 
camera. Panning/tilting speed will be faster if a clicked point gets farther from the center point of the control pad. 
It is also possible to pan/tilt the camera by dragging the mouse. Zoom and focus can be adjusted by 
right-clicking. When an upper/lower area of the control pad is right-clicked, the displayed image will be zoomed 
in/out on. When the left half of the control pad is clicked, the focus (focal point) will be adjusted to the “Near” side. 
When the right half of the control pad is clicked, the focus (focal point) will be adjusted to the “Far” side. 
⑭ PTZ panel - [Auto mode] 
When an operation is selected from the pull-down menu, and the [Start] button is clicked, the selected  
operation will start. The selected operation will stop when the [Finish] button is clicked from the pull-down menu. 
The selected operation will stop when the camera (panning/ tilting/ zooming) is operated or when an action 
to be taken according to the settings for “Self return” fisheye  (→“2.6.4 Configure the settings relating to 
the camera operations [Cam. Function]”) starts. 
• Auto pan：Even when the camera is operated for zooming, the camera continues panning.  
(However, panning will stop when the zoom button (x1) is clicked.) 
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• Preset sequence：Automatically moves to the preset positions fisheye  (→“2.6.5.4 Configure the settings 
relating to the preset positions (“Preset position” setup menu)”) orderly starting from the lowest preset position 
number. If the image type is quad PTZ, all 4 screens will be in the preset sequence. 
⑮ PTZ panel - [Preset] 
Select a preset position from the pull-down menu and click the [Move] button to display the images registered in 
advance to the preset position. fisheye  (→“2.6.5.4 Configure the settings relating to the preset positions 
(“Preset position” setup menu)”)  
“H” next to the preset position number indicates the home position. When “Home position” is selected, the camera 
will move to the home position. If the image type is quad PTZ, select preset positions “1-4”, “5-8”, “9-12”, or “13-16”  
to move all 4 screens to the preset position. 
When the “Preset ID” is registered for a preset position, the registered position title will be displayed next to the 
preset position number. 
For position name “1-4”, the position name with the smaller preset number is displayed. 
• For presets 1 to 4, the home position of each screen is registered in advance. 
• You can select the home position from the pull-down menu. When the home position is selected, all 4 screens 

move to the home position regardless of the control screen. 
⑯ Camera control panel - [Brightness] 
The brightness is adjustable from 0 to 255. Click the [ ] button to make the image brighter, or click the [ ] button 
to make the image darker. When [ ] the button is clicked, the setting will be reset to the default. 
When “Quad” or “Triple” is selected to display images, the setting is unavailable. 
⑰ Camera control panel - [Audio output volume (PC to Camera)] 
This item is available only when “Audio output”, “Interactive (Full-duplex)” or “Interactive (Half-duplex)” is 
selected for “Audio transmission mode” on the setup menu. fisheye  (→“2.7 Configure the settings relating to 
audio and alarm [Audio/Alarm]”) 
The mic input volume can be adjusted in 4 steps (Off/Low/Middle/High) by clicking the [ ] button or the [ ] button 
or by moving the volume cursor. When the mic input button is clicked, the mic input (Camera to PC) will be 
turned on/off. 
⑱ Camera control panel - [Mic input volume (Camera to PC)] 
This item is available only when the settings are as follows. fisheye  (→“2.7 Configure the settings relating to 
audio and alarm [Audio/Alarm]”) 
• When “Mic input”, “Interactive (Full-duplex)” or “Interactive (Half-duplex)” is selected for “Audio transmission mode” 
• When “AAC-LC” is selected for “Audio input encoding format” 
The mic input volume can be adjusted in 4 steps (Off/Low/Middle/High) by clicking the [ ] button or the [ ] button 
or by moving the volume cursor. 
When the mic input button [ ] is clicked, the mic input (Camera to PC) will be turned on/off. 
⑲ Camera control panel - [AUX] button 
These buttons will be displayed only when “Terminal 3” of “Alarm” is set to “AUX output” on the setup menu. 

fisheye  (→ “2.8.1 Configure the settings relating to the alarm [Alarm]”) 
⑳ [SD memory card] - [Log/Play] 
When the [Start] button is clicked, the log list will be displayed and images saved on the SD memory card can be 
played. 
㉑ [SD memory card] - [Rec. on SD] 
This item is available only when “Manual” is selected for “Save trigger” on the [SD memory card] tab. 
(→ [Save trigger])]) 
Click the [Start] button to manually record images on the SD memory card. 
㉒ [Set] button ( ) 
Switches between display and hide the settings panel. (→“2 Settings”) 
㉓ Alarm occurrence notification 
When an occurrence notification occurs, a popover will be displayed. When the [x] button is clicked, the 
output terminal will be reset and this button will disappear. 
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㉔ Stream information display 
Displays the stream encoding format, image capture size and frame rate for live stream. 
㉕ Main area 
Displays images from the camera. 
The current time and date will be displayed according to the settings configured for “Time display format” 
and “Date/time display format”. fisheye  (→“2.5.1 Configure the basic settings [Basic]”) 
In addition, the configured on “Camera title on screen” will be displayed.  
The number of lines to be displayed is two. 
When displaying H.265 with a high bit rate, the stream may display only i-frames. 
Click a desired point in the main area on the “Live” page that is to be the center of the angle of view.  
The camera moves to adjust the position in order to set the clicked point as the center. 
When selecting an area in the main area by dragging the mouse, the selected area will be located at the 
center of the main area. In this case, the zoom ratio will be adjusted automatically. 
A zoom operation can be performed using the mouse wheel. 
When the main area of the “Live” page is right-clicked, “Auto track” starts for the clicked object. 
Depending on the targeted object or its surroundings, “Auto track” may not perform normally. 
• As the tilt angle approaches 90°, because the difference between the specified position and the actual direction 
in which the camera is moving increases, the camera may not move to the specified angle of view. 
• If dragging the mouse to the angle exceeding the rotation range of the camera, the camera will change its direction 
to the operable position and adjusts the zoom ratio automatically. 
㉖ Before/after image comparison switch button 
Click the icon to acquire and display a still image. You can compare the acquired still image as the image before 
changing image quality settings. 

1:1：Displays the acquired still image and the latest image side by side in the same size. 
1:2：Displays the acquired still image and the latest image side by side with the latest image doubled in size. 
Off：Displays only the latest image. 

 
Note 
• Cannot be displayed on multi-screen 
• Cannot be displayed when the [Image capture mode] setting is “Quad”. 
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1.4 Monitor images from multiple cameras 
XSeries SC384BSSeries fisheye  

Images from multiple cameras can be displayed on a multi-screen. Images from 4, 9, and up to 16 cameras 
can be displayed simultaneously. To display images on a multi-screen, it is necessary to register cameras in 
advance. 4 cameras can be registered as a group and up to 4 groups (16 cameras) can be registered. 
 

XSeries SC384BSSeries fisheye  (→ 2.7 “Configure the multi-screen settings [Multi-screen]”) 
For the detailed settings, refer to "Monitor images from multiple cameras" in Operating Instructions. 
 
IMPORTANT 
• When 16 screens are used for the display, only still images (JPEG) can be refreshed. 
 
Note 

• For further information about “Network Camera Recorder with Viewer Software Lite”, which is suited to 
viewing images from several cameras, refer to our technical information website <Control No.: C0301>. 

 
1 From the “Live view” pull-down menu in the “Live” page, select “Multi-screen”. 
→ Images from the registered cameras will be displayed on a selected multi-screen.  
(screen can be split up to 16 areas). The following are instructions when displaying on a 4-split screen. 
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① Camera title 
The camera title entered for “Camera title” on the [Basic] tab will be displayed. 
② Camera control bar 
Can be used to get snap shot of JPEG images. 
③ “Live view” pull-down menu  
Select the image displayed in the main area. 
④ [Layout] pull-down menu 
Select from the pull-down menu to display images from cameras in multi-screens of 4 to 9 or even 16 screens. 
⑤ [Refresh interval] pull-down menu 
Select from the pull-down menu and switch between video (MJPEG) and still images (JPEG). 
For still images (JPEG), select the refresh interval (Refresh interval: 1s/Refresh interval: 3s/Refresh interval: 
5s/Refresh interval: 10s/Refresh interval: 30s/Refresh interval : 60s) for camera images. 
When the 16 screen layout is used, Refresh interval: 1s cannot be selected. 
⑥ [Image capture size] pull-down menu 
Select the image capture size from the pull-down menu to change it. 
When you select “4 Screens” in the [Layout] pull-down menu, the image capture size of the camera changes. 
• Switching between 320x180 (default) and 640x360 
 

Note 
• The frame rate may drop depending on the network environment and number of accessing users. 
• If the image capture size specified for JPEG cannot be obtained, a JPEG image with an image capture 

size that could be obtained is displayed. Therefore, when JPEG images obtained with snap shot are 
displayed on a PC, the displayed image size may differ from the captured sized. 

• When in full screen display, click&centering and zoom are not available. 
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2 Settings 
2.1 Display the settings panel from a PC 
The major settings of the camera can be configured on the settings panel. 
 
IMPORTANT 
・The settings panel is operable only by users whose access level is “1. Administrator”. 
 
Refer to the following for how to configure the access level. 

SC384BUSeries  “2.7.1 Configure the settings relating to the user authentication [User auth.]” 
XSeries SC384BSSeries fisheye  “2.9.1 Configure the settings relating to the user authentication [User auth.]” 

Multi  “3.8.1 Configure the settings relating to the user authentication [User auth.]” 

2.1.1 How to display the settings panel 
1 Display the “Live” page. 
→ Refer to “1.1.1 Viewing camera images” in the Operating Instructions of the camera for details about displaying 
the “Live” page. 
2 Click the [ ] button on the “Live” page. 
→The settings panel will be displayed. When the button is clicked once again, the settings panel will be hidden. 
Refer to “2.1.3 About the settings panel” for further information about this panel. 

2.1.2 How to operate the setup menu 
1 Click each tab of the settings panel. 

XSeries SC384BSSeries SC384BUSeries  

 

 

 

 

 
Multi  
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fisheye  
 
 
 
 
 
 
2 Complete each setting item displayed in the frame on the right of the window. 

Note 
• Some items may be unavailable depending on the content displayed in the main area. When the desired item 

to be set is not displayed, click     or operate the scroll bar until it is displayed and then edit the setting of the 
item. 

 

XSeries SC384BSSeries SC384BUSeries  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Multi  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

fisheye  
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3 After completing the setting of the item, click the [Set] button to determine the edited setting when the item has the 
button. When the item does not have the [Set] button, the setting value will be determined when it is selected. 

IMPORTANT 
• When there are two or more [Set], [Register], and [Execute] buttons on the page, click the respective button

to the edited setting item.

2.1.3 About the settings panel 

XSeries SC384BSSeries SC384BUSeries

Multi

fisheye

① ② ③ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦ ④ 

① ② ③ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦ ④ 

① ② ③ ⑤ ⑥ ④ 
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① [Basic] tab 
Displays the [Basic] tab. On the [Basic] tab, the camera title, character display and related items can be 
configured. (→This document “2.2 Configure the basic settings [Basic]”) 
② [Stream] tab 
Displays the [Stream] tab. On the [Stream] tab, the image capture mode, JPEG, stream and related items 
can be configured. (→This document “2.3 Configure the settings relating to images [Stream]”) 
③ [Image quality] tab 
Displays the [Image quality] tab. On the [Image quality] tab, the image quality and related items can be 
configured. (→This document “2.4 Configure the settings relating to image quality [Image quality]”) 
④ [Zoom] tab <Zoom function supported models only> 
On the [Zoom] tab, the zoom and related items can be configured. (→This document “2.5 Configure the  
settings relating to the extra zoom [Extra zoom]”), (→This document “2.7 Configure the settings relating 
to zoom / focus [Zoom]”) 
⑤ [Audio] tab <Audio function supported models only> 
Displays the [Audio] tab. On the [Audio] tab, the audio, alarm and related items can be configured. 
(→This document “2.5 Configure the settings relating to audio [Audio]”) 
⑥ [Alarm] tab 
Displays the [Alarm] tab. On the [Alarm] tab, the settings relating to alarm can be configured. 
(→This document “2.6 Configure the settings relating to the alarm [Alarm]”) 
⑦ [Detailed setting] tab 
Displays the [Detailed setting] tab. On the [Detailed setting] tab, shifting to the detailed setting and the 
operation panel setting can be configured. (→This document “2.7 Shift to the detailed setting and configure  
the settings relating to screen display [Detailed setting]”) 
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2.2 Configure the basic settings [Basic] 
On the [Basic] tab, the camera title and items related to screen display can be configured. 
Check the [Basic] tab of the “Basic” page of the detailed setting menu for detailed explanation about the setting 
value and cautions at the time of setting. 
 

SC384BUSeries  (→ “2.4 Configure the basic settings of the camera [Basic]”) 
XSeries SC384BSSeries fisheye  (→“2.5 Configure the basic settings of the camera [Basic]”) 

Multi  (→“3.5 Configure the basic settings of the camera [Basic]”) 
 
[Camera title] 
Enter the title of the camera. Click the [Set] button after entering the title of the camera. The entered title will be 
displayed in the “Camera title” field. 
[Camera] 
Select the camera for which you want to set the following items. 
[Image rotation] XSeries SC384BSSeries SC384BUSeries Multi  
Set whether or not to rotate the image (JPEG, H.265, or H.264). 
[Upside-down] fisheye  
Select “On” or “Off” to determine whether or not to turn the image upside-down. 
Default: Off 
[OSD] - [Camera title on screen display] 
Select “On” or “Off” to determine whether or not to display the camera title on the screen. 
When “On” is selected, the character string entered for “Camera title on screen” will be displayed at the position 
selected for “Camera title position”. 
[OSD] - [Camera title on screen(Line 1)] 
Enter a character string to be displayed on the image. 
[OSD] - [Camera title on screen(Line 2)] XSeries SC384BSSeries fisheye Multi  
Enter a character string to be displayed on the image. 
[OSD] - [Camera title on screen] fisheye  
Enter a character string to be displayed on the image. 
• If the image type is quad stream, the characters set from Ch1 to Ch4 are displayed on each stream screen. 
• If the image type is quad PTZ, the characters set from Ch1 to Ch4 are each displayed in the 4 images of  

quad PTZ. 
• If the image type is double panorama, the characters set for Ch1 and Ch2 are each displayed in the two 

double panoramic images. 
• If the image type is fisheye, panorama, or single PTZ, the characters set in Ch1 are displayed. 
[OSD] - [Position of camera title on screen] 
Select the position where the character string will be displayed on the image. 
[OSD] - [Time/date and camera title on screen - display format] 
Select “Transparent” or “Opaque” for “Display style”. 
[OSD] - [Character size] 
Select the character size of the date and time as well as text displayed in the image. 
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2.3 Configure the settings relating to images [Stream] 
On the [Stream] tab, the settings relating to JPEG, H.265, and H.264 images can be configured. 
Check the [Image] tab of the “Image/Audio” page of the detailed setting menu for detailed explanation about the 
setting value and cautions at the time of setting. 

SC384BUSeries  (→“2.5.1 Configure the settings relating to the image 
capture mode [Image]”, “2.5.2 Configure the settings relating to JPEG images [Image]”, “2.5.3 Configure the 
settings relating to Stream [Image]”) 
 

XSeries SC384BSSeries fisheye  (→“2.6.1 Configure the settings relating to the image capture mode [Image]”,  
“2.6.2 Configure the settings relating to JPEG images [Image]”, “2.6.3 Configure the settings relating to  
Stream [Image]”) 
 

Multi  (→“3.6.1 Configure the settings relating to the image capture mode [Image]”, “3.6.2 Configure the 
settings relating to JPEG images [Image]”, “3.6.3 Configure the settings relating to Stream [Image]”) 
 
Common 
Configure the items common to both JPEG and stream. 
[Image capture mode] 
Select the image to display on the “Live” page. 
[Frame rate mode] fisheye  
Select the frame rate mode of the image. 
[Initial display stream] 
Select the image to display on the “Live” page. 
 
JPEG 
Configure the settings of [Image capture size], [Image quality] and [Refresh interval] of JPEG. 
[Image capture size] 
Select the image capture size to display the JPEG image. 

[Image quality] 
Select the image quality of JPEG images for each image capture size. 

[Refresh interval (JPEG)*] 
Select an interval to refresh the displayed JPEG image. 

 
Stream 
Select a stream number and configure [Stream transmission]. 
[Stream transmission] 
Select “On” or “Off” to determine whether or not to transmit H.265 (or H.264) images. 

[Stream encoding format] 
Select the stream encoding format for transmission. 
[Image capture size] 
Select the image capture size of H.265 (or H.264) images. 

[Image quality] 
Select the image quality of H.265 (or H.264) images. 

[Transmission priority] 
Select a transmission priority for “Stream”. 
[Frame rate*] 
Select a frame rate. 
[Max bit rate (per client)*] 
Select an H.265 (or H.264) bit rate per a client. 
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[Auto VIQS] <Auto VIQS function supported models only> 
Maintains high image quality in the areas of the image containing moving objects and reduces the transmission 
data volume in other areas of the image. 
[Smart VIQS] <For the Smart VIQS function supported models only> 
Maintains high image quality in the areas containing heads, people, cars, and motorcycles and low or medium 
image quality in other areas while reducing the transmission data volume. 
[Smart P-picture control] <For the Smart VIQS function supported models only> 
Controls the area other than the areas containing heads, people, cars, and motorcycles to be reduced the 
transmission data volume of P-picture. 
[GOP control] 
By using “GOP control”, the transmission data volume can be reduced. 
 

2.4 Configure the settings to image quality  
[Image quality] 
On the [Image quality] tab, the settings relating to image quality can be configured. 
Check the [Image quality] tab of the “Image/Audio” page of the detailed setting menu for detailed explanation 
about the setting value and cautions at the time of setting. 

SC384BUSeries  (→ 2.5.4 “Configure the settings relating to image adjust, zoom/focus, privacy zone, VIQS and 
Lens distortion compensation [Image quality]”) 

XSeries SC384BSSeries  (→ 2.6.4 “Configure the settings relating to image adjust, zoom/focus, privacy zone, VIQS 
and Lens distortion compensation [Image quality]”) 

fisheye  (→ 2.6.5 “Configure the settings relating to image adjust, back focus <S4575><S4176>, preset 
position, privacy zone, VIQS [Image quality/Position]”) 

Multi (→ 3.6.4 “Configure the settings relating to image adjust, zoom/focus, privacy zone, VIQS and 
Lens distortion compensation [Image quality]”) 
[Camera selection] Multi  
Select the camera to reflect the image quality setting. 
[Brightness] 
Adjust the brightness. 
If you move the slider in the “+” direction, the image will become brighter. 
If you move the slider in the “-” direction, the image will become darker. 
Click the [Reset] button to reset to the default brightness setting. 
[Aperture level] SC384BUSeries fisheye  
Adjust the aperture level (outline compensation). 
If you move the slider in the “+” direction, the outline of the image will become sharper, and if you move it in the 
“-” direction, the outline of the image will become softer. Click the [Reset] button to reset the color to the default. 
[Sharpness level] XSeries SC384BSSeries Multi  
Adjust the sharpness level (outline compensation). 
If you move the slider in the “+” direction, the outline of the image will become sharper, and if you move it in the 
“-” direction, the outline of the image will become softer. Click the [Reset] button to reset the color to the default. 
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[Maximum gain] XSeries SC384BSSeries SC384BUSeries fisheye  
Adjusts the maximum gain. When the luminance of the subject becomes darker, gain will be automatically 
increased and screen will become brighter. If you increase the gain, the noise may also increase. 
If you move the slider in the “+” direction, the maximum gain will increase. 
If you move the slider in the “-” direction, the maximum gain will decrease. 
Click the [Reset] button to reset to the default setting. 
[DNR] 
The digital noise reduction function reduces noise automatically under the condition of low illuminance. 
If you move the slider in the “+” direction, the noise reduction effect is strengthened. There may be many 
after images. 
If you move the slider in the “-” direction, the noise reduction effect is weakened. There are fewer after images. 
Click the [Reset] button to reset to the default setting. 
[Super Dynamic(WD)] fisheye  
Select “On” or “Off” to determine whether or not to activate the wide dynamic function. 
[Super Dynamic(SD)] XSeries SC384BSSeries SC384BUSeries Multi fisheye  
Select “On” or “Off” to determine whether or not to activate the super dynamic function. 
[Light control mode] 
Select the light control mode. 
[Maximum shutter] 
The maximum shutter time adjusts the storage time of the sensor. 
[Day & Night(IR)] 
Select switching between the color mode and the black & white mode. 
[Intelligent auto] 
Select On/Off to determine whether or not to activate the “Intelligent auto” function. 
 

2.5 Configure the settings relating to the Extra optical zoom 
[Zoom] <Extra optical zoom function supported models only) 
Adjust the angular field of view with extra zoom. 
Check the [Image quality] tab of the “Image/Audio” page of the detailed setting menu for detailed explanation 
about the setting value and cautions at the time of setting 

SC384BUSeries  (→“2.5.4.4 Adjust the angular field of view with extra optical zoom”) 
SC384BSSeries  (→“2.6.4.4 Adjust the angular field of view with extra zoom”) 
Multi  (→“3.6.4.3 Adjust the angular field of view with extra zoom”) 

 
[Camera selection] 
Select a camera for which the extra zoom is to be set. 
[Extra zoom] 
   ：Click this button to set the zoom ratio to x1.0. 
   ：Click this button to adjust the zoom ratio to the “Wide” side until x1.0. 
   ：Click this button to adjust the zoom ratio to the “Tele” side. 
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2.6 Configure the settings relating to zoom / focus 
[Zoom] <Zoom/focus function supported models only> 
It is possible to adjust the angular field of view using the zoom and the extra optical zoom. Adjust the focus 
setting by moving the lens focus to the appropriate position. Manual and auto adjustments are available. 
Check the [Image quality] tab of the “Image/Audio” page of the detailed setting menu for detailed explanation 
about the setting value and cautions at the time of setting. 
 

SC384BUSeries  (→“2.5.4.3 Adjust the zoom and focus”) 
XSeries SC384BSSeries  (→“2.6.4.3 Adjust the zoom and focus”) 

Multi  (→“3.6.4.4 Adjust the zoom and focus”) 
 
[Camera selection] Multi  
Select a camera for which the zoom and focus are to be set. 
[Zoom ratio designation] 
The zoom and focus can be adjusted at the same time. 
Operate the slider to enlarge/reduce the angular field of view adjustment outline in the image. 
When adjusting the zoom ratio to the “Tele” side, only the angular field of view adjustment outline is reduced, 
and it is possible to determine the zoom ratio while checking the angular field of view after zooming is 
performed. 
When adjusting the zoom ratio to the “Wide” side, the image itself is zoomed out of or the angular field of view 
adjustment outline is enlarged, and it is possible to determine the zoom ratio while checking the image size 
after zooming is performed. 
After the angular field of view adjustment outline is adjusted, zooming is performed, and the auto focus function 
starts to automatically adjust focus based on a subject located in the center of the screen by clicking the 
[Execute] button. 
[Manual zoom adjustment] 
The zoom can be adjusted manually. 
   ： Click this button to adjust the zoom ratio to the “Wide” side until x1.0. 
   ：Click this button to set the zoom ratio to x1.0. 
   ：Click this button to adjust the zoom ratio to the “Tele” side. 
[Manual focus adjustment] 
The focus can be adjusted manually. 
[Reset]: Click this button to reset the focus to the default. 
[Near]: Click this button to adjust the focus to the “Near” side. 
[Far]: Click this button to adjust the focus to the “Far” side. 
[Auto focus] 
The auto focus function starts to automatically adjust focus based on a subject located in the center of the 
screen by clicking the [Execute] button. 
[Focusing at Day & Night switching]  
Select the focus adjustment method upon switching between the color mode and the black & white mode. 
For further information, refer to our technical information website <Control No.: C0315>. 
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2.8 Configure the settings relating to audio [Audio] 
<Audio function supported models only> 
On the [Audio] tab, the settings relating to audio and alarm can be configured. 
Check the [Audio] tab of the “Image/Audio” page of the detailed setting menu for detailed explanation about 
the setting value and cautions at the time of setting. 

XSeries SC384BSSeries  (→“2.6.5 Configure the settings relating to audio [Audio]”) 
fisheye  (→“2.6.6 Configure the settings relating to audio [Audio]”)  
Multi  (→“3.6.5 Configure the settings relating to audio [Audio]” 

 
[Mic select]<Only models with an internal microphone> 
Select the microphone to use when receiving audio data. 
[Volume] 
Set the volume of the audio input to the camera. This setting applies to the volume when listening to audio on 
a PC (received) and the volume while "recording".  
[Audio transmission mode] 
Select the communication mode used for audio data transmission/reception between the camera and the PC. 
[Audio bit rate] 
Select the audio compression bit rate from G.726/G.711/AAC‑LC. 
[Audio volume control mode] 
Select the operation method using the volume cursor of the Mic input button on the “Live” page. 
Default：Adjust Mic input 
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2.9 Configure the settings relating to the alarm [Alarm] 
The settings relating to alarm can be configured on [Alarm] tab. 
Check the [Alarm] tab of the “Alarm” page of the detailed setting menu for detailed explanation about the setting 
value and cautions at the time of setting 
 

SC384BUSeries  (→“2.6 Configure the alarm settings [Alarm]”) 
XSeries SC384BSSeries fisheye  (→“2.8 Configure the alarm settings [Alarm]”) 

Multi  (→“3.7 Configure the alarm settings [Alarm]”) 
 
[Terminal 1] 
Determine how to use terminal 1. 
[Terminal 2] 
Determine how to use terminal 2. 
[Terminal 3] 
Determine how to use terminal 3. 
 
[VMD alarm] 
Select “On” or “Off” to determine whether or not to perform VMD. 
If the VMD area is not configured, the entire region is configured. To configure the VMD area, use the [VMD area] 
tab on the “Alarm” page of [Detailed setting]. 

SC384BUSeries  (→“2.6.3 Configure the VMD settings [VMD area]”) 
XSeries SC384BSSeries fisheye  (→“2.8.5 Configure the VMD settings [VMD area]”)  

Multi  (→“3.7.5 Configure the VMD settings [VMD area]”) 
  
[SCD alarm] 
Select “On” or “Off” to determine whether or not to perform SCD. 
If the SCD area is not configured, the entire region is configured. To configure the SCD area, use the [SCD alarm] 
tab on the “Alarm” page of [Detailed setting]. 

SC384BUSeries  (→“2.6.5 Configure the SCD settings [SCD area]”) 
XSeries SC384BSSeries fisheye  (→“2.8.7 Configure the SCD settings [SCD area]”) 

Multi  (→“3.7.7 Configure the SCD settings [SCD area]”) 
 
[Audio detection alarm] <Audio function supported models only> 
Select “On” or “Off” to determine whether or not to perform audio detection. To set the audio detection, set 
using the [Audio detection] tab on the “Alarm” page of the advanced settings. 

XSeries SC384BSSeries fisheye  (→“2.8.9 Configure the settings relating to the audio detection [Audio detection]”)  
Multi  (→“3.7.9 Configure the settings relating to the audio detection [Audio detection]”) 

 
[Alarm deactivation time] 
Set the duration for which detection is not to be performed after an alarm has been detected. For example, by 
using this function you can prevent mail from being sent too often when the E-mail notifications are configured 
to be sent to a mobile terminal or tablet device when an alarm is detected. 
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2.10 Shift to the detailed setting and configure the 
settings relating to screen display [Detailed setting] 
Ext. software <Extension software supported models only> 
[Ext. software] button 
Displays the menus on which management of the extension software and the schedule setting can be 
Configured. 

SC384BUSeries  (→ U series version up leaflet No.14 Add Ext.software management function [Ext.software]) 
XSeries SC384BSSeries fisheye  (→“2.3 Perform management of the extension software and the schedule 

setting [Ext. software]) 
Multi  (→“3.3 Perform management of the extension software and the schedule setting [Ext. software]”) 

Network 
[Network] button 
Displays the setup menu relating to network. 

SC384BUSeries  (→“2.8 Configuring the network settings [Network]”) 
XSeries SC384BSSeries fisheye  (→“2.10 Configuring the network settings [Network]”) 

Multi  (→“3.9 Configuring the network settings [Network]”) 

Maintenance 
[Maintenance] button 
Displays the menus on which system log check, firmware upgrade, status check and initialization of the setup 
menu can be carried out. 

SC384BUSeries  (→“2.10 Maintenance of the camera [Maintenance]”)  
XSeries SC384BSSeries fisheye  (→“2.12 Maintenance of the camera [Maintenance]”) 

Multi  (→“3.11 Maintenance of the camera [Maintenance]”) 

Camera detailed setting 
[Advanced settings page] button 
Displays the detailed setting menu. 

XSeries SC384BSSeries fisheye SC384BUSeries  (→“2 Settings”) 
Multi  (→“3 Detailed settings”) 

Screen display 
[Color] 
Select “Light” or “Dark” for the background color of each menu of the operation panel. 
(→This document “1. About the “Live” page”) and the detailed setting menu.  

XSeries SC384BSSeries fisheye SC384BUSeries  (→ “2. Settings”) 
Multi  (→ 3. “3 Detailed settings”) 

Default：Light 

[Operation panel layout] 
Select “Right”, “Left” or “Bottom” for the layout position of the operation panel. 
(→This document “1. About the “Live” page”) 
Default: Bottom 
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